Curriculum Renewal: Fall Retreat

The Curriculum Renewal planning committee has been busy finalizing the agenda for our Fall Retreat coming up this **Friday, October 7th via Zoom** and **in person on Tuesday, October 11th**. The retreat promises to be an engaging and thought-provoking forum to prepare us for the next steps of Curriculum Renewal. As a participant, you will have the opportunity to engage in team-building exercises, explore goals and deliverables for future working groups and re-connect and reflect on ZSOM’s Guiding Principles of Curricular Design.

**Who should attend:** Faculty, staff, students and alumni interested in participating in foundational curriculum discussions.

To sign up for the Curriculum Renewal Fall Retreat
[CLICK HERE]
Who can become involved with Curriculum Renewal?

CLICK THE RED PLAY BUTTON ABOVE
to hear from Samara Ginzburg, MD, Senior Associate Dean for Education and Associate Professor of Medicine and Science Education, about why it's important for YOU to participate in Curriculum Renewal!

Curriculum Renewal: Curious Questioning Teams

We will begin to form our Curious Questioning (CQ) teams at the Fall Retreat. Through a series of conversations, CQ teams will work together to perform an analysis of our current curriculum, and propose initiatives and changes that will prepare our medical students for tomorrow's healthcare industry and inform the school's mission and vision into 2035 and beyond. The full process will incorporate feedback from people in every area of the educational program, including graduates, current students, faculty, staff, patients and other stakeholders.

Curriculum Renewal: Department Meetings

Drs. David Battinelli and Samara Ginzburg will provide a Curriculum Renewal overview/update at the department meetings listed below. Please contact your department administrator for more details.
We are lining up some fascinating guests for our speaker series who will share their perspectives on medical education, the future of healthcare and more! Check out the next speaker and topic below! All are welcome to attend.

"The Case Against Grades"
with author and lecturer Alfie Kohn.

October 19, 2022
4 - 5:30 p.m.

Read More and RSVP

Upcoming speakers include:
Beth Bierer, PhD, -11/7
Hetty Cunningham, MD
Lou Pangaro, MD, -11/21
Stay tuned for more details!
Be sure to check out our Curriculum Renewal website for updates and future events.

For questions about Curriculum Renewal: Courage to Change, please contact somstrategy@hofstra.edu.